With love and anarchy

Enjoy!

Undone pictures are mine, others — made by really cool people.

Hey — my friends united by struggle.

In your hands MAILOX which is sometimes serious, sometimes funny, impression from some activist camps and "big" protests I took part in.

U.N.A.R.C.H.I.S.T. BLACK CROSS

Until someone is in jail

We can't be free.

We can't be free, comrades.

Our spirited solidarity.

Contact: sirenevaya.sirenevaya@riseup.net

Noka Kt. 2 34 Pemeikon

Mpe be woken ship boroagbe

BHM.
TOPATHOS Y A TILETERIA
THE PUSHER FOR FREEDOM IS STRONGER THAN
YOUR PRISONS!

even peaceful hippies
They break their own law...

we always what they want
beat them all!

TOPATHOS Y A TILETERIA
INE DIMATOTERO APOLO TA KELIA!

people in prison
like in small cages
it seems like fucking zoo

TOPATHOS Y A TILETERIA
INE DIMATOTERO APOLO TA KELIA!

humans may be it is the same -
but may be it is the same when somebody take off your freedom

lets put all fucking cages and bosses on the fire!
This short text was written on the beach:

"Topathos ya tlefteria apo to keli!
Dance on their rest!"

"And a fucker! AA'CA - we don't give up!"

"A'CA. We don't give up!"

"But they forget about us. Another illusion of life?"

"A'CA. (Meinhor)"

"Let's dance on their rest!"

"A'CA - we don't give up!"

"AA'CA."

"Another illusion of life?"

"A'CA."

"But they forget about us."

"AA'CA. We don't give up!"

"A'CA."

"AA'CA. We don't give up!"

"AA'CA - we don't give up!"
**THE ONLY GOOD RIOT COP IS A DEAD ONE!!!**

(comics by A.)

*SKARPREFTER*

Black block serenade cut you like a razorblade
Nothing stands forever, even steel can be unmade
Join the mob, anger can be locked up
The dance of destruction to the barricade rock

There will be a fight in the city streets tonight
Broken glass will shine in the pale moonlight
And just for a moment the tables have turned
The barricades burn, the war machine churn

No rules, no law, no cops, no more
time for war or reform
Nothing really seems to be what it was before!
a pacifist
I'm never gonna be
peaceful protest
about my
don't give a fuck

racists
homophobia
smiling mugs
and I remember cops

in a police station
after the night
of my friends
I remember smashed faces

(BACON)

A PACIFIST
NEVER GONNA BE

DANCE OF DESTRUCTION

demonstration'll
be non-violent,
it's not
questioned!
SEARCH OF BAD KIDS IN CHRISTIANIA

BE CAREFUL!

SWINE FLU!!

BRAIN CONCUSSION STRAIGHT FROM PIGS BATON

KISS ON THE BARRICADES

HIC...

EXTRA ENERGY!

TEAR-GAS HELPS YOU TO SLOVE PROBLEM WITH RUNNONG NOSE!

NOISE-PARTY IN FUCKING CAGES

PROTEST OUR WORKING DAYS

LAZY BLOCK IN EXPECTATION OF THE RIOT